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One significant change Malcolm Turnbull has introduced is the creation of a mini-department for Cities.  This is 

in spite of the Commonwealth having few city specific taxation and regulatory responsibilities.    

The original ministerial choice, Jamie Briggs, has yet to be replaced after being sacked for unwanted familiarity 

with a female public servant in a Hong Kong bar.   

The Gillard government had previously developed a Cities policy and issued a 90 page glossy publication, “Our 

Cities, Our Future”.  This had catch-all goals of “productivity, sustainability and liveability”.   

The ALP policy featured a range of “positive” programs to promote its objectives including creating jobs to 

green the cities, incentives for green buildings and promoting healthy lifestyles.  The program’s credibility was 

undermined by the ludicrous claim that it was building upon the ALP’s non-existent deregulatory program!   

Interventionary features also appear to be attractive to Prime Minister Turnbull.  He has announced a $1.1 

billion innovation support package, talked about “integrated planning” and has advocated a “greening” of 

cities, capping this off by placing the Cities’ mini-department within the generally anti-development 

Environment Department. 

In bundling retailing, entertainment, and business services, cities are key growth generators.  Yet, an 

examination of success stories reveals none, other than Houston with its space industry-oriented development 

where government guidance was significant.  

The real driver of successful cities has been private enterprise with combatting crime and keeping down costs 

the essential elements of government support.    

In terms of crime rates, Singapore, Asia’s leading tech start-up city, is legendry.  The top US cities for 

innovation, including New York, Los Angeles, and Seattle, also have low crime rates.    

Low housing and business operating costs are also important.  Although, of the top 10 world cities hosting 

high-tech start-up firms, only Chicago has low cost housing, but only Singapore has lower house prices than 

those of Sydney and Melbourne. (Sydney, incidentally, is a creditable 16th on the high tech start-up ladder).   

Good transport and communications area major features of successful cities, though this rarely means 

rail/trams – public transport is absent in Silicon Valley, the world’s leading start-up venue.   

Education, especially in science and technology, is a major factor in creating technology focussed growth cities: 

Silicon Valley, Boston, New York, Los Angeles, and virtually all the major success stories have top science and 

technology universities nearby.  In this regard Melbourne University is Australia’s highest rated science and 

technology university, and is a respectable 32 in world rankings.  

Clearly the ease of starting a business is a critical ingredient in successful cities.  Low red-tape costs are 

important and Australia needs to improve to match the US and UK as well as Hong Kong and Singapore.   

A Cities vision policy was pursued by the Hawke Government of the 1980’s.  Its focus was on establishing a 

high tech “multifunctionpolis”.  Millions of dollars were spent picking the location and devising incentives 

before governments literally buried the planned technological oasis in a swamp near Adelaide airport.   

This illustrates where problems arise with a Cities’ policy.  A focus on cities can be useful if it is directed at 

promoting administrative efficiency, lowering private business’s costs in meeting and creating needs for 

services.  Unfortunately, too many politicians prefer to concoct programs to mould cities in accordance with 

their own preferences.   
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